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Nyon – the connected
all-rounder
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Switch screens
Select button

J
Bicycle light
on / off
Walk assistance Riding modes
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E

Motor performance
Performance indicator
Current speed
Time
Current riding mode

Switching on / off
< 3 sec. Stand-by / > 3 sec. Off

F 	Connected heart rate sensor
G Bicycle light switched on
H Battery charge level
I Remaining range
J 	Micro-AB-USB port

Use the + and ‒ buttons to select one of 4 assisted riding modes
Eco
Effective support for the greatest range
Tour
Consistently reliable support for long rides
Sport	Powerful support for universal uses
eMTB* Progressive, dynamic support for a natural riding sensation
Turbo Maximum support for a sporty ride
Functions
Navigation

Touch display

Topographical residual range

Customisation

Fitness data tracking

The eBike Connect App and the eBike Connect portal open up new options.
Log in at ebike-connect.com and learn more. All functions and details about
the Nyon can be found at www.bosch-ebike.com

* D epending on the eBike type, the eMTB mode replaces the Sport mode in the Performance Line and the Performance Line CX.

Nyon at a glance
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Kiox – sporty
connectivity
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Switching on / off
A Walk assistance
B	Cursor buttons: toggle between
screens & settings
C Select button
D Performance indicator
E	Current speed compared
to average speed
F Time or speed
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Current riding mode
Bicycle light switched on
Battery charge level
eShift (optional)
Current speed
Motor performance
Bicycle light on / off

Use the + and ‒ buttons to select one of 4 assisted riding modes
Eco
Effective support for the greatest range
Tour
Consistently reliable support for long rides
Sport	Powerful support for universal uses
eMTB* Progressive, dynamic support for a natural riding sensation
Turbo Maximum support for a sporty ride
Functions
Navigation

Personalization

Fitness data tracking

The eBike Connect App and the eBike Connect portal open up new
possibilities, such as navigation using the app on the Kiox (available from
Model Year 2021). Log in at ebike-connect.com now and find out more.

* D epending on the eBike type, the eMTB mode replaces the Sport mode in the Performance Line and the Performance Line CX.

Kiox at a glance
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Intuvia – clever
and clearly arranged
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Switching on / off
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Walk assistance
Reset counters
Shift recommendation
Current speed
Battery charge level

F Current riding mode
G	Information button: toggle between
the various display options (trip
distance, trip time, average, range)
H Bicycle light on / off

Use the + and ‒ buttons to select one of 4 assisted riding modes
Eco
Effective support for the greatest range
Tour
Consistently reliable support for long rides
Sport	Powerful support for universal uses
eMTB* Progressive, dynamic support for a natural riding sensation
Turbo Maximum support for a sporty ride

You'll find information on upgrade options for the displays in the enclosed foldout booklet Expertise. If you don't have this to hand, you'll find the full range of
functions and more details at www.bosch-ebike.com

* D epending on the eBike type, the eMTB mode replaces the Sport mode in the Performance Line and the Performance Line CX.

Intuvia at a glance
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Purion – the compact
purist
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Switching on / off

B
Bicycle light
on / off

C

D
Functions
	Long press: Light on/off
Long press: Display trip distance,
total distance and range
	Short press: Switch ride modes
+
Long press: Reset the trip 		
distance or range display

Click

A	
Current speed
B Range
C	
Battery charge level
D	
Activate walk assist,
keep
pressed for
support

Short

Medium

Long

up to 1 sec.

up to 2.5 sec.

more than 2.5 sec.

Use the + and ‒ buttons to select one of 4 assisted riding modes
Eco
Effective support for the greatest range
Tour
Consistently reliable support for long rides
Sport	Powerful support for universal uses
eMTB* Progressive, dynamic support for a natural riding sensation
Turbo Maximum support for a sporty ride

You'll find information on upgrade options for the displays in the enclosed foldout booklet Expertise. If you don't have this to hand, you'll find the full range of
functions and more details at www.bosch-ebike.com

* D epending on the eBike type, the eMTB mode replaces the Sport mode in the Performance Line and the Performance Line CX.

Purion at a glance
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SmartphoneHub –
Intelligence on your
handlebar

SmartphoneHub at a glance

Remote

Connectivity The combination
of SmartphoneHub, COBI.Bike
app and smartphone creates
a completely connected riding
experience. The integrated
display means you can ride even
without a smartphone.
Navigation The COBI.Bike app
points the way – with optional 2D
or 3D map view. The navigation
instructions are also issued by
voice output.
Training partner The COBI.Bike
app turns the smartphone into a
personal trainer by connecting to
fitness and health services such
as Apple Health or Google Fit.
eBikers always have the most
important training data where it
can be seen.

Communication Contacts can
be simply selected with the
remote from the contact list and
incoming calls accepted – without
any risky phone manipulation
while riding.
Entertainment The COBI.Bike
app allows eBikers access
to music and audio book
streaming services, such as
Spotify or Audible, which can be
conveniently operated by remote
control.
Live weather Up-to-the-minute
weather forecasts and precise
weather data ensure that eBikers
are always well-informed.

Stay connected with life and friends – smart connectivity makes this
possible while cycling. The SmartphoneHub and the COBI.Bike App
connect your eBike to your digital world.
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BOSCH eBIKE ABS
Greater safety, more
stability

The Bosch eBike ABS in summary
A perfect combination for more control, safety and stability.
The ABS for the front wheel optimises the riding
stability and control of the eBike if the front wheel
threatens to lock because the brake is applied too
forcefully.
Rear wheel lift control reduces the chance that
the rear wheel will lift off from the ground, particularly if the brake is applied very forcefully on
a non-slip surface.

ABS control light

▶ If the control light does
▶T
 he ABS light lights up
▶ As soon as you reach
not turn off or lights up
and the corresponding
around 5 km/h, the control
during the ride, there is
message appears directly
light goes out. During the
an error: in this case, the
on the display (Kiox/
ride, it is off. Now, the
Bosch eBike ABS will not
Nyon from MY 2021).
Bosch eBike ABS is ready
be active.
The Bosch eBike ABS is
for use.
not yet working.
If the battery is empty or missing, the Bosch eBike ABS is not active, and the ABS
control light will not light up. Normal braking will still be available.

You'll find detailed warnings in the operating instructions.
www.bosch-ebike.com/en/products/abs

